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Cross-language comparisons of reading brains allows cognitive neuroscientists to
investigate how a universal reading circuit organizes to meet the unique script/speech
relationship embedded in each and every writing system, such that the functional
connectivity reflects special patterns to differentiate one language from the others.
The key is orthography, which involves knowing the basic orthographic units of a
written language and the underlying rules of how orthographic units compose words.
The ability to extract the orthographic knowledge is critical for fluent reading, as
orthographic knowledge may map onto the linguistic structures of words, such as
graphemes and morphemes and how they map onto phonology. The integration of
these different types of information generated from quite different modality resources
under severe time constraints requires rapid arrangement of the signals from different
modality in correct sequence. Hence, specification of the temporal coding mechanism
at the neural circuitry level becomes the most important in understanding normal
reading and dyslexic problems in the development of reading skills. We will present a
research plan to tackle this issue.
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